Two extensions of PX system will be discussed. The extensions are ctPX (catch/throw PX) and mvPX (multiple values PX). ctPX is a PX system extended with Nakano's catch/throw logic. ctPX enables to extract LISP programs with catch/throw mechanism form natural proofs. mvPX is a PX system which uses multiple values rather than lists to keep a nite sequences of data. Programs extracted by ctPX are more ecient than the ones by the original PX.
Introduction
PX system is a proof checker based on Feferman's formal theory of functions and classes. Its main aim is extracting programs from constructive proofs. Thus it is called PX = \Program eXtractor". The activity of developing programs formally by program extraction is dubbed as constructive programming by Masahiko Sato. We will not give detailed accounts on PX system and its use to constructive programming, which are fully described in [1] . PX is an old system built about 10 years ago. In this work, it is used as a platform experimenting two new ideas in constructive programming. The ideas are (i) constructive programming via catch/throw logic by Nakano.
(ii) implementation of realizability interpretation by multiple values.
Hayashi
Note that these two ideas are so general and not paricular to PX system. PX system are used only as a platform to implement the ideas. The adding these features to PX were easy. It shows that exibility of the basic logic and design of PX system. The extension realizing Nakano's catch/throw logic is called ctPX (catch/throw PX). The other extension realizing realizability via multiple values is called mvPX (multiple value PX). In the below, we will illustrate the two extensions. In [1] , we showed that \we can program via proofs." It means that we can develope program from which expected programs are extracted. In another words, extracted programs can be \controlled" through proofs writings.
Even before PX system and other related systems, e.g. Nuprl, ALF, COQ, are developed, it was theoretically known that constructive programs represent algorithms. But, without these systems and programming methodologies developed for them, we could not have developed actual programs via proofs. We are now at the same situation as it was. We have theories but do not have good systems or methodologies for program development with classical proofs. The computational contents of classical logic are known somehow related to \continuations" Without making possible to write expected programs involving \continuation" or alike via classical proofs, we can not say that we can program via classical proofs.
On the other hand, Nakano [2] , [3] introduced a logic with exceptions inspired by the studies of executable classical logics. Nakano's logic is a variant of constructive logic. Thus it cannot handle full features of continuation. But, it can nicely handle exceptions represented by a cath/throw mechanism. A good thing with Nakano's logic is that we can actually program exceptions by it, after a modest redesign of inference rules.
Below, we will give a brief account of Nakano's logic and show some problems to apply it to actual constructive programming. Then we will present solutions to the problems and their implementations in ctPX. In a sense, constructive sequent has only normal exit, classical sequent has multiple exits but do not distinguish the normal exit and exceptional exits. Nakano's logic has multiple exits and distinguish the normal exit and exceptional exits. . . . ; A xm m , then the value of the program (term) e realizes C, but an exception may happen in the computaion of e. Possible exceptions are named with one of the names 1 ; . . . ; n given above. If an exception with the name j (j=1,. . . ,n) happens, then computation of e returns an exceptional value which realizes E j .
The computational interpretation

The inference rules corresponding cath/throw
As the sequent and its interpretations are changed, the inference rules of the logic ought to be changed as well. But, there are no essentially new logical rules in Nakano's logic. The rules for catch and throw are the good old structural rules of contraction and weakning: 0 ! A ; E; 1 0 ! E ; 1 (throw) 0 ! A ; 1 0 ! A ; A; 1 (catch) 3
Nakano presented his logic both in the forms of sequent calculus and natural deduction. But, these the essential inference rules are the same in the both form, as they are the structural rule above.
Exceptions handeld by catch/throw mechanism
Nakano's logic handles exceptions by cath/throw mechanism as follows:
An exception is a \throw". Names of exceptins are tags of catch/throw. Realizations of the structural rules of catch/throw: 0 ! e : E ; 1 0 ! (throw e) : A ; E ; 1 (throw) 0 ! e : A ; A ; 1 0 ! (catch e) : A ; 1 (catch)
Realizations of the other rules are standard.
Some diculties with Nakano's logic
Nakao's logic is designed so that the inference rules looks beautiful from theoretical point of view. When, it was applied to real practice, two diculties arose. Thus we had to change it, even if it became uglier from theoretical point of view. The rst diculty is that correspondence between (catch), (throw) rules and structural rules are beautiful, but programer do not think in that way.
In Nakano's (catch) rule, the types of return values of normal exist and exceptional exit which ought to be catched must be the same. But, it is very rare in real practice. Thus (catch) rule of ctPX is replaced by ugly but more It is realizable by a LISP program, which is the target language of PX, by a simple trick. But, this is not the way LISP programmers think. A _ B means 4 that we can decide throw happend in execution of the program (catch e).
There is no cannonical way to do so in LISP except e is carefully programmed. Thus, to make the (catch) rule corresponding to the catch of LISP, we take the uglier form. The other diculty is the induction rule. The ordinary induction does not work at all. For example, consider the following specication:
Find the minumun number among a 2 N and l 2 List(N). We wish to develope the following algorithm 1 via proofs: Algorithm 1.: Look through from left to right of the sequence a; l keeping a the minimum found so far. Then we simply apply the ordinary induction on l of 
